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SECTION I – INTRODUCTION

Radio Disney Los Angeles – KRDC(AM) 1110 and K256CX(FM) 99.1 (hereinafter “the 
Station”) - is located in Pasadena, CA and carries programming produced by Radio Disney 
Country dedicated to high quality, wholesome country music entertainment that is beneficial to 
the communities in which we serve.

During the third quarter of 2020, the Station broadcast a public interest program called The 
GreenSense Show produced by GreenSense Media.

The GreenSense Show strives to build better communities by helping citizens to take care of the 
environment through a variety of means. The Station ran the show on Sundays in July, August, 
and September of 2020 at 6:30AM.  Details regarding these programs are included in Section II 
of this report.

The Station broadcast public service announcements (“PSAs”) of fifteen to thirty seconds in 
length on topics relating to young people and their communities. These PSAs are self-produced 
or provided by the Ad Council, a private, national non-profit organization that marshals talent 
from the advertising and communications industries, the facilities of the media, and the resources 
of the business and non-profit communities to produce, distribute and promote public service 
campaigns on behalf of non-profit organizations and government agencies in issue areas such as 
improving the quality of life for children, preventative health, education, community well-being, 
environmental preservation, and strengthening families.  This quarter, the Station broadcast        
264 PSAs in a variety of day parts.  Details regarding these PSAs are included in Section III of 
this report.



SECTION II – PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS

GREENSENSE WITH ROBERT COLANGELO

Sunday 7/5/20

PROGRAM TITLE:  Green Rush/Sand cleaning storm water

PROGRAM LENGTH: 28 minutes

In our ongoing series getting to know the ‘green rush’ a bit better, we are meeting people 
innovators in the world of cannabis growing. One such person is Mike Lewis of Third Wave 
farms which occupies a unique niche as a supply chain consultant working  to maximize crop 
yield and quality.  

Stormwater  that runs off pavements, gutters and lawns - picking up toxins and contaminants 
along the way - is usually discarded as pollution. But researchers at UC Berkeley have found a 
new way to use sand to soak up certain toxic materials from storm water which could unlock a 
new water supply. We’re joined by lead author Joe Charbonnet.  



GREENSENSE WITH ROBERT COLANGELO

Sunday 07/12/20

PROGRAM TITLE: Green automotive 2019 recap/DHL pedal-powered delivery bikes

PROGRAM LENGTH: 28 minutes

DHL has been trying out a by a new kind of cargo carrying bicycle to reduce pollution and traffic 
congestion. We’re joined by DHL Fleet Manager Chris Wessel to tell us more about Commercial 
Cargo Bikes soon to be whizzing through the streets of Manhattan.

Tom Appel, publisher of Consumer Guide automotive has a look back on the year in green 
automotive news with EVs, hybrids, high MPG cars and more. 



GREENSENSE WITH ROBERT COLANGELO

Sunday 07/19/20

PROGRAM TITLE:   Global worming/Insect light pollution

PROGRAM LENGTH: 28 minutes

Earthworms, which are beneficial to the soil in some areas, are now heading into places like the 
northern forests of Canada and the U.S. - disturbing the soil and transforming ecosystems. It 
could result in large amounts of carbon stored in the ground to be released into the atmosphere. 
Dr. Justine Lejoly is one of the researchers with the University of Alberta who’s been looking 
into the phenomenon of ‘global worming.'

Even though we might take them for granted, healthy insect populations are critical for life on 
earth. We hear about insects dying off because of pesticides, climate change, or other causes we 
don’t yet understand.  One factor is light pollution - that is artificial light from homes and 
buildings. Dr. James Karl Fischer is the Executive Director of the Zoological Lighting Institute.



GREENSENSE WITH ROBERT COLANGELO

Sunday 07/26/20

PROGRAM TITLE:   Getting beyond sustainability/Green Rush 

PROGRAM LENGTH: 28 minutes

The term ‘regenerative’ is being used often today in agriculture, food, biology, even in finance.  
It means to restore, renew and grow - and it’s a way we can emulate nature instead of working 
against it in many aspects of human life. Emily Olson is the founder of ReGen Friends and works 
to bring regeneration beyond just a buzz word.

As we continue our series on the ‘green rush,’ the massive growth of the cannabis industry as 
legalization spreads across the US, we’re joined by Damian Soloman, who’s had a long 
international career in indoor agriculture and now runs Plant Geek Consulting.



GREENSENSE WITH ROBERT COLANGELO

Sunday 08/02/20

PROGRAM TITLE: NREL solar & agriculture program/National Park air quality

PROGRAM LENGTH: 28 minutes

Utility-scale solar installations could cover almost 2 million acres in the US in the next 10 years 
or so. That sounds great  but it also means the land might be monopolized for that use only. 
However, at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (or NREL), they focus on creative 
answers to today's energy challenges and are working on testing low-impact solar installations 
where the land can be used for growing crops and other vegetation. We’re joined by Jordan 
Macknick with the Strategic Energy Analysis Center with NREL. 

National parks, which were founded as a refuge from the often polluted conditions of cities and 
towns, are now shown have  air that’s reported to be unhealthy.  85 percent of National parks that 
have air that is unhealthy to breathe at times, according to  a new report from the National Parks 
Conservation Association and we’re joined now by  Ulla Reeves, Advocacy Manager for 
NPCA’s Clean Air Program.



GREENSENSE WITH ROBERT COLANGELO

Sunday 08/09/20

PROGRAM TITLE: Automation in indoor growing/Plastic from crustacean shells

PROGRAM LENGTH: 28 minutes

Plastic can be made more sustainable - and less likely to clog up our oceans - if it comes from the 
oceans, like a protein found in squid. But crustaceans - lobsters and crabs - can also be a source 
of it.  A group of Masters students at the Royal College of Art and Imperial College in London 
that calls themselves ‘the Shell Works’ is making plastic out of compounds found in the shells of 
lobsters, a common food waste. Insiya Jafferjee joins us  on Green Sense from the UK.

Urban Ag News General Manager Chris Higgins joins us to talk about the prevalence of 
automation in indoor growing. 



GREENSENSE WITH ROBERT COLANGELO

Sunday 08/16/20

PROGRAM TITLE: Green Rush/Sand cleaning storm water

PROGRAM LENGTH: 28 minutes

In our ongoing series getting to know the ‘green rush’ a bit better, we are meeting people 
innovators in the world of cannabis growing. One such person is Mike Lewis of Third Wave 
farms which occupies a unique niche as a supply chain consultant working  to maximize crop 
yield and quality.  

Stormwater  that runs off pavements, gutters and lawns - picking up toxins and contaminants 
along the way - is usually discarded as pollution. But researchers at UC Berkeley have found a 
new way to use sand to soak up certain toxic materials from storm water which could unlock a 
new water supply. We’re joined by lead author Joe Charbonnet.  



GREENSENSE WITH ROBERT COLANGELO

Sunday 08/23/20

PROGRAM TITLE:   Green automotive 2019 recap/DHL pedal-powered delivery bikes

PROGRAM LENGTH: 28 minutes

DHL has been trying out a by a new kind of cargo carrying bicycle to reduce pollution and traffic 
congestion. We’re joined by DHL Fleet Manager Chris Wessel to tell us more about Commercial 
Cargo Bikes soon to be whizzing through the streets of Manhattan.

Tom Appel, publisher of Consumer Guide automotive has a look back on the year in green 
automotive news with EVs, hybrids, high MPG cars and more. 



GREENSENSE WITH ROBERT COLANGELO

Sunday 08/30/20

PROGRAM TITLE:   Global worming/Insect light pollution

PROGRAM LENGTH: 28 minutes

Earthworms, which are beneficial to the soil in some areas, are now heading into places like the 
northern forests of Canada and the U.S. - disturbing the soil and transforming ecosystems. It 
could result in large amounts of carbon stored in the ground to be released into the atmosphere. 
Dr. Justine Lejoly is one of the researchers with the University of Alberta who’s been looking 
into the phenomenon of ‘global worming.'

Even though we might take them for granted, healthy insect populations are critical for life on 
earth. We hear about insects dying off because of pesticides, climate change, or other causes we 
don’t yet understand.  One factor is light pollution - that is artificial light from homes and 
buildings. Dr. James Karl Fischer is the Executive Director of the Zoological Lighting Institute.



GREENSENSE WITH ROBERT COLANGELO

Sunday 09/06/20

PROGRAM TITLE:   Getting beyond sustainability/Green Rush 

PROGRAM LENGTH: 28 minutes

The term ‘regenerative’ is being used often today in agriculture, food, biology, even in finance.  
It means to restore, renew and grow - and it’s a way we can emulate nature instead of working 
against it in many aspects of human life. Emily Olson is the founder of ReGen Friends and works 
to bring regeneration beyond just a buzz word.

As we continue our series on the ‘green rush,’ the massive growth of the cannabis industry as 
legalization spreads across the US, we’re joined by Damian Soloman, who’s had a long 
international career in indoor agriculture and now runs Plant Geek Consulting.



GREENSENSE WITH ROBERT COLANGELO

Sunday 09/13/20

PROGRAM TITLE: NREL solar & agriculture program/National Park air quality

PROGRAM LENGTH: 28 minutes

Utility-scale solar installations could cover almost 2 million acres in the US in the next 10 years 
or so. That sounds great  but it also means the land might be monopolized for that use only. 
However, at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (or NREL), they focus on creative 
answers to today's energy challenges and are working on testing low-impact solar installations 
where the land can be used for growing crops and other vegetation. We’re joined by Jordan 
Macknick with the Strategic Energy Analysis Center with NREL. 

National parks, which were founded as a refuge from the often polluted conditions of cities and 
towns, are now shown have  air that’s reported to be unhealthy.  85 percent of National parks that 
have air that is unhealthy to breathe at times, according to  a new report from the National Parks 
Conservation Association and we’re joined now by  Ulla Reeves, Advocacy Manager for 
NPCA’s Clean Air Program.



GREENSENSE WITH ROBERT COLANGELO

Sunday 09/20/20

PROGRAM TITLE:  Automation in indoor growing/Plastic from crustacean shells 

PROGRAM LENGTH: 28 minutes

Plastic can be made more sustainable - and less likely to clog up our oceans - if it comes from the 
oceans, like a protein found in squid. But crustaceans - lobsters and crabs - can also be a source 
of it.  A group of Masters students at the Royal College of Art and Imperial College in London 
that calls themselves ‘the Shell Works’ is making plastic out of compounds found in the shells of 
lobsters, a common food waste. Insiya Jafferjee joins us  on Green Sense from the UK.

Urban Ag News General Manager Chris Higgins joins us to talk about the prevalence of 
automation in indoor growing. 



GREENSENSE WITH ROBERT COLANGELO

Sunday 09/27/20

PROGRAM TITLE: Green Rush/Sand cleaning storm water

PROGRAM LENGTH: 28 minutes

In our ongoing series getting to know the ‘green rush’ a bit better, we are meeting people 
innovators in the world of cannabis growing. One such person is Mike Lewis of Third Wave 
farms which occupies a unique niche as a supply chain consultant working  to maximize crop 
yield and quality.  

Stormwater  that runs off pavements, gutters and lawns - picking up toxins and contaminants 
along the way - is usually discarded as pollution. But researchers at UC Berkeley have found a 
new way to use sand to soak up certain toxic materials from storm water which could unlock a 
new water supply. We’re joined by lead author Joe Charbonnet.  



SECTION III – PSA DESCRIPTIONS

SERIES TITLE: PSA
PROGRAM TITLE: Texting and Driving: Driving Blind
PROGRAM LENGTH: :30
DATE AIRED: 07/01/20 – 09/30/20
TIME AIRED: various times (94 total)
FORMAT: recorded
DESCRIPTION: Texting and driving is dangerous – that’s a fact. More than nine in 

ten Americans believe sending (94%) and reading (91%) texts 
while driving is dangerous.  This campaign targets drivers ages 16 
– 34 and reinforces the idea that even though people feel 
impervious to the dangers of texting and driving, they aren't. 
Nobody is special enough to text and drive.

SERIES TITLE: PSA
PROGRAM TITLE: Black Lives Matter
PROGRAM LENGTH: :30
DATE AIRED: 07/01/20 – 09/29/20
TIME AIRED: various times (93 total)
FORMAT: recorded
DESCRIPTION: Encourages listeners to work together to fight racism and work for 

inclusion.

“If we listen, learn, speak up, and work together, we can 
build a future that embraces diversity, inclusion, and 
absolutely no racism.  We’re speaking up because black 
lives matter.”

SERIES TITLE: PSA
PROGRAM TITLE: Vote 1 and Vote 2
PROGRAM LENGTH: :15 and :30
DATE AIRED: 07/01/20 – 09/30/20
TIME AIRED: various times (77 total)
FORMAT: recorded
DESCRIPTION: Encourages listeners to register to vote and take part in the 

upcoming election.

“It’s important.  It’s coming.  Are you ready?  Election day 
shouldn’t catch you off guard.  Check if you’re registered 
to vote now.”

“You’re ready for election day, right?  You’ve got a voice.  
Make sure it’s heard.  It’s the best way to get involved.”


